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          All Prom Dresses

          
              RSVP to the prom dress collection of the century with styles that will wow anyone who looks your way. Check out this collection of prom dresses that hold mesh, chiffon, and crepe fabrics that cries comfort with every step. Choose a prom dress that marks marvelous off the list for the celebratory night. Feeling comfortable, confident, and classy is essential for a successful end to junior or senior year. Express yourself with elegant dresses that will truly make you shine with this Camille La Vie collection!
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          Description

        

        
            Shop all prom dresses with Camille La Vie! Finding your cute prom dress is a once-in-a-lifetime experience, one that should make you look and feel your absolute best. Here at Camille La Vie, we understand that. All Camille La Vie prom dresses are fit to flatter from all angles and designed for that signature red carpet finish. And no matter your fashion taste, there’s a style for every prom girl in this chic selection. Discover simple prom dresses with minimal embellishments, sexy prom dresses bearing cutouts and fitted silhouettes, and plenty of unique prom dresses with unexpected details and fabrics. Get started by scrolling below!

Prom Dresses 2024

With endless  new dresses for prom to choose from, how to determine the one for you? Keep the neckline, color, and silhouette in mind. Trumpet, mermaid, and ballgown prom dresses add drama due to their attention-grabbing silhouettes, while a minimalist column shape makes for a more low-key entrance. Use color to your advantage by finding the perfect hue to flatter you skin and hair tone, or simply by choosing your favorite. It’s up to you! Pastels and pops of color always complement Spring, while neutrals remain a classic choice for any formal event. Last but not least, find a neckline that suits you. Off the shoulder, racer, strapless, one-shoulder, spaghetti strap, and more striking prom dress necklines are available to browse in the Camille La Vie collection. Score your dream style by shopping all prom dresses here!

Long Prom Dresses

What am I going to wear for Prom? This is the question that’s on every teenage girl’s mind from the time they enter the doors of their high school. The final answer to this question is of utmost importance in any girl’s high school career. We understand that what a young girl wears to prom will be with her for the rest of her life in yearbook candids with friends and posed prom photos with her date. The dress will say it all. The prom dress she chooses will sum up who she is in one striking silhouette. It will capture her personal style in its every detail.

With all this pressure riding on one very special fashion statement, we turn to a Prom classic:
  Long Prom Dresses. Long Prom Dresses make for stunning Prom style selections due to their versatility and timelessness. Their staying power in television and cinema paired with their elegant design make long dresses the obvious choice for prom or any formal affair! Each long prom dress is unique in its own way, because they are designed using a variety of luxurious fabrics, sparkling embellishments, and stunning shapes. Without close attention to intricate detailing or bold marks of grand design, your dress will fall flat in comparison to other formal looks, so remember to keep this in mind when selecting the perfect long dress for your personal style needs!

Short Prom Dresses

Prom season can be a stressful time in any young girl’s life. She’s got to figure out a lot of very important particulars, her dress being top priority of course! Should she go fun and flirty in a short prom dress? We’re thinking definitely yes!
  Short prom dresses
  are one of our absolute favorite prom dress styles. That’s right girls, there’s no better prom dress than a short prom dress, especially when it comes to celebrating, dancing, picture taking, and not to mention comfort! We love short prom dresses for their fun versatility and girly features.

From florals to sparkle, tulle to jersey, and cutouts to illusion detailing, we cover every fashion base in the design of our short prom dresses, because we want you and every other prom girl out there to find the short prom dress that fits their every style need! With an endless variety of silhouettes, embellishments, and styles to choose from, the choice is easy, short prom dresses are the perfect fit for any prom girl’s style. So go ahead, dance all night long, strike a fierce pose for your Prom pics, and have the time of your life, because a short prom dress makes all of this possible!

Plus Size Prom Dresses

Look dazzling at your party with a selection of
  plus-sized prom dresses
  to match your personal style. For an extensive collection to fit your body type and flatter your figure, Camille La Vie houses many styles to choose for your special night out. The trends are hot for the plus size pretties and you'll wow them at prom when you walk in like the confident lady you are.

We know that shopping for Prom can be a very overwhelming time for any girl, which is why we do our best to supply the finest prom dresses to make your choice that much easier. If you are shopping for your dream plus size prom dress, then you have come to the perfect place! With a wide variety of plus size prom dress styles to choose from, we are confident that you will find the prom dress you've always dreamed of!

Prom Dress Styles 2024

The time is fast approaching for you to sparkle the night away and and make a stunning fashion statement at your Prom. And as you all know, this highly anticipated event isn’t just any typical party on your social calendar. It’s a night that you’ll truly treasure and remember for the rest of your life. With this in mind, it’s important to look your absolute best in a dress guaranteed to amaze. In preparation of this exciting event, it’s best to give yourself enough time to scour the fashion racks and embark on a special quest in finding your ultimate prom dress. A night as special as your Prom will be remembered for years to come. And odds are that you’ll be spending a ton of your fashion energies on coordinating all the right elements to match your dress. That is, until the next momentous event comes along. And for this particular event, you know that it’s not just about finding a hot dress that’s trendy and will turn heads. It’s also about scoring the right look that will match well with your body type, and more importantly, your personal style and taste. Following the trends for the current season isn’t a cardinal rule in the fashion books, but it’s important to feel confident and comfortable in your beautiful evening gown. Hence, when gaining inspiration to fuel your shopping escapades, consider the hot fashion trends for 2024, brought to you by Camille La Vie, and determine which looks will complement beautifully with your own personal style and beauty/hair choices for prom.
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